
Year 3/4 WEEK 1

PRESS UP

- Hands shoulder width apart 
- Flat back 
- Lower to just above the 
  ground keeping back
  straight
 

SQUATS

- Feet shoulder width apart 
- Keep back straight 
- Knees in line with toes 
- Take your bottom to your 
  heels

LUNGE 

- Feet slightly wider than 
  shoulder width apart
- Back straight 
- Step one leg forward 
- Drop the back knee 
  towards the floor 

SIT UPS 

- Lie down, chest to the sky, 
  knees bent, feet flat on 
  floor 
- Curl up so your lower back 
  is off the floor and return 

SHUTTLE RUNS 

- Run out to each marker 
  returning to the start line 
  between each shuttle

SKIPPING 

- Single bounce or bounce 
  in time with the rope. 
- Can you keep going for 
  the whole time

EQUIPMENT: 
Gym mats / cones / skipping ropes / stopwatch / whistle 

PLANK 

- Forearms rest on floor under 
  your shoulders 
- Keep your back flat 
- Tummy off the floor 

SHOULDER PRESS 

- Stand with straight strong 
  back 
- Raise hands above head 
  keeping in line with shoulders 
- Lower hands so they are 
  now level with shoulders

TOTAL BODY WORKOUT

Focus: Technique
Repetitions: 8 reps – 2/3 sets

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser for 5 minutes. Starting with walking gradually increase the speed to

increase heart rate. Have children work on each station with a partner.
Partner uses the cards to ensure that the techniques are done correctly with

slow & controlled movements.
Perform 8 repetitions on each station before switching with your partner or

30 seconds on plank & skipping. Repeat each station 2-3 times before moving on.
Finish with pulse lowering activity and static stretches.







Ab Curl

Think 
How many muscles do you have in your abdomen (Abs)?

Feel
Exercise is great with mates, Can you find a friend and adapt this
so you are both involved?

One Two

Three DO
Lie on your back. 
Place hands on your legs.  
Lift your chest towards your knees
keeping your head relaxed. Don’t
place any strain on your head as
you lift up. 
Slide your hands to the top of your
knees and return slowly to the floor. 



Lunge

Think 
Which athlete may need this exercise as part of a warm up? Why?

Feel
Hold this action for 30 seconds. How does it feel?

One

Two

DO
Standing tall take one step forward.
Lower the back knee to the floor while bending the front knee. 
Keep toes pointing forward. 
Arms can come to the side, above your head or in a running
action as shown.



Plank

Think 
To challenge yourself can you raise to a full arm plank, then back
down again?

Feel
What does doing this exercise tell you about your strength?

One

DO
Have your forearms on the floor to take your weight and keep your
head neutral.
Maintain a straight line/ flat back and lock your core (tummy area)
to stop you from sagging down
Sagging bottoms, stop and rest, any bottoms raised in the air stop
and start again 

 



Push Ups

Think 
How could you make this easier?

Feel
Can you point to the parts of your body that are working?

One

Two

DO
Start with straight arms holding your weight and your feet on the floor.
Your hands should be in line with shoulders while maintaining a flat
back. 
Lower yourself to the floor using your arms then push through the
floor to straighten your arms. 






















